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News

International treaty adds hundreds 
of foreign language books to NLS 
By Mark Layman
The email from the San Francisco Public 
Library’s Talking Books and Braille Center 
found its way to Kelsey Corlett-Rivera, 
foreign language librarian at the National 
Library Service for the Blind and Print 
Disabled (NLS): A patron had requested a 
copy of Friedrich Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke 
Zarathustra—in Spanish. Could NLS help?

Corlett-Rivera found a digital audio 
copy of Así habló Zaratustra through the 
World Intellectual Property Organization’s 
Accessible Books Consortium (ABC), and 
within two weeks it was up on BARD, the 

NLS Braille and Audio Reading Download 
service. 

Another satisfied NLS patron. And 
another success story from NLS’s participa-
tion in the Marrakesh Treaty.

It’s been only a year since NLS cleared 
the last legal hurdle to full participation 
in the cross-border exchange of accessible 
books under the treaty. But its patrons are 
already reaping big benefits. 

More than 1,000 titles obtained under 
the treaty have been added to BARD in 
a variety of languages including Arabic, 
French, German, Greek, Polish, Spanish 

NLS’s participation in the Marrakesh Treaty has already given its patrons access to hundreds of audio and braille 
books from around the world in a variety of languages, including English. (iStock photo)
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The Program
The National Library Service for the Blind and Print 

Disabled (NLS), Library of Congress, is a free braille and 
talking book library service for people with temporary or 
permanent low vision, blindness, or a physical, perceptual 
or reading disability that prevents them from using regular 
print materials.

Through a national network of state and local libraries, 
the materials are loaned free to eligible readers in the 
United States and to US citizens living abroad. Materials 
are sent to readers and returned by postage-free mail. 
Most books are also available for download on the NLS 
Braille and Audio Reading Download (BARD) website, 
https://nlsbard.loc.gov.

Books and Magazines
Readers may borrow all types of popular-interest 

books including bestsellers, classics, mysteries, romances, 
westerns, poetry, history, biographies, religious litera-
ture, children’s books and foreign-language materials. 
Readers may also subscribe to more than 70 popular  
magazines in braille and recorded formats.

Special Equipment
Special equipment needed to play the audiobooks is 

loaned indefinitely to readers. Amplifiers with head-
phones are available for eligible readers who are also 
certified as hearing-impaired. Other devices for playback 
machines are provided to aid readers with mobility 
impairments.

Eligibility
You are eligible for the Library of Congress program if:

• You are legally blind—your vision in the better eye is 
20/200 or less with correcting glasses, or your widest 
diameter of visual field is no greater than 20 degrees;

• You cannot see well enough or focus long enough to 
read regular print, although you wear glasses to cor-
rect your vision;

• You are unable to handle print books or turn pages 
because of a physical disability; or

• You have a reading disability that is of sufficient sever-
ity to prevent reading in a normal manner. 
How to Apply You may request an application by call-

ing toll-free 888-NLS-READ or by completing the online 
form at www.loc.gov/thatallmayread.
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and Vietnamese. Patrons have downloaded 
these titles more than 20,000 times. 

NLS has reciprocated by sharing its 
collection with Canada’s Centre for 
Equitable Library Access (CELA), the UK’s 
Royal National Institute of Blind People, 
Germany’s Deutsches Zentrum für barri-
erefreies Lesen and Chile’s Música y Braille. 
NLS has also uploaded tens of thousands of 
audio and braille books to the ABC Global 
Book Service, making them available to 
organizations that serve blind and print 
disabled readers in more than 50 countries.

             •  •  • 
The road to NLS’s full participation in 

the Marrakesh Treaty was a long one. The 
treaty was finalized at a conference in 
Marrakesh, Morocco, in June 2013; the US 
signed it the following October. The Senate 
ratified the treaty in June 2018 and simul-
taneously passed the Marrakesh Treaty 
Implementation Act to amend US law in 
accordance with the treaty. The House of 
Representatives quickly followed suit, and 
President Trump signed the legislation that 
fall.

The treaty entered into force in the US in 
May 2019, but further legislative changes 
were needed before NLS could fully partici-
pate. Those came in the Library of Congress 
Technical Corrections Act and finally, in 
July 2020, an amendment to Library of 
Congress regulations.  

The treaty (https://go.usa.gov/xsbUD) 
facilitates the exchange of accessible books 
across international borders by organi-
zations that serve people who are blind, 
visually impaired or print disabled. One of 
26 international copyright treaties admin-
istered by the World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO), it aims to address 
what advocates call a worldwide “famine” 
of accessible books. According to WIPO, less 
than 7 percent of the millions of books pub-
lished each year are available in accessible 
formats for the 285 million people in the 
world who are blind, visually impaired or 
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print disabled—90 percent of whom live in 
developing countries.

“NLS has one of the largest collections of 
accessible books in the world, so sharing it 
with other countries is making a tremen-
dous difference,” Corlett-Rivera says. NLS 
books have already been downloaded more 
than 4,700 times by 34 different organiza-
tions around the world.

But NLS’s participation in the treaty is 
making a difference for its own patrons, 
too. 

“It allows us to acquire foreign language 
titles faster—and at less cost—than if we 
recorded them ourselves,” Corlett-Rivera 
says. “It also helps us expand our collec-
tion to meet the chang-
ing demographics of our 
patrons.” Most of NLS’s 
foreign language books are 
in Spanish, but NLS patrons 
also speak Tagalog/Filipino, 
Vietnamese, Russian, 
Haitian Creole, Arabic and 
many other languages. “As 
we increase the size of our 
collections in these lan-
guages, we can increase out-
reach and, long term, increase the number 
of foreign language-speaking NLS patrons, 
while better serving our current foreign 
language speakers,” she says.

And it’s not just foreign language-speak-
ing patrons who benefit from NLS’s partic-
ipation in the Marrakesh treaty. So far, 150 
audiobooks in English have been added to 
the collection, courtesy of Canada’s CELA. 
They’ve been downloaded by NLS patrons 
more than 11,000 times. The top 10 
includes three titles from a series by Mindy 
Starns Clark and Leslie Gould: The Amish 
Midwife, The Amish Nanny and The Amish 
Bride, confirming for Corlett-Rivera and her 
colleagues in the Collection Development 
Section that “there is no such thing as too 
many Amish Romances in your collection.” 

NLS patrons can also access 195 braille 
titles in English from CELA. There are plans 
to add hundreds more titles in English from 
CELA in both audio and braille. 

Full participation in the Marrakesh 
Treaty came with some challenges—tech-
nical as well as bibliographic. For example, 
audiobooks acquired from foreign part-
ners often are coded in a different digital 
format than NLS uses, so NLS created a 
new conversion tool to access that content. 
NLS staff developed processes by which 
Marrakesh titles can be selected in a sys-
tematic fashion according to what patrons 
most want to read, and developed new cat-
aloging standards that are accessible and 

succinct while being helpfully 
descriptive.

Of course, all this effort is 
for naught if patrons can’t 
find the new foreign lan-
guage titles. So NLS recently 
added an easy-to-use “search 
by language” function to 
BARD for those wishing to 
narrow their results to a spe-
cific language. And the first 
issue of Foreign Language 

Quarterly (https://go.usa.gov/xFfHV) 
debuted online this summer, highlighting 
popular titles recently added to the collec-
tion via the Marrakesh Treaty, as well as 
foreign language titles produced by NLS.

“The implementation of the Marrakesh 
Treaty has brought together people work-
ing in almost every part of NLS—from 
technical experts handling format conver-
sion issues to foreign language catalogers 
wading through diacritics in Voyager to 
developers customizing BARD to ensure 
that patrons can find the amazing selection 
of books we’ve added to the collection,” 
says Corlett-Rivera, who came to NLS last 
summer after working as a librarian at the 
University of Maryland. “I feel like I joined 
NLS at exactly the right time.”

“As we increase the size of our 
collections in these languages, 
we can increase outreach and, 
long term, increase the number 
of foreign language-speaking 
NLS patrons, while better 
serving our current foreign 
language speakers.”
	 						Kelsey	Corlett-Rivera,	 
			NLS	Foreign	Language	Librarian
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By Claire Rojstaczer
Search for information on Isabelle Archer 
Dyer, and you’ll find almost nothing. But 
you will learn a great deal about the early 
days of NLS. That’s because for more than 
a decade in the 1930s and 1940s, every 
talking book produced bore the inscription 
“Isabelle Archer Dyer Memorial Record.”

How did this woman, who died in 1930, 
become so entwined in the history of NLS? 
The answer has to do with patents and the 
early technological development 
of recorded sound.

When Thomas Edison invented 
the phonograph in the 1870s, 
he quickly realized its potential 
for improving the lives of blind 
people. He published a list of pos-
sible uses in the North American 
Review in June 1878, and the 
second item on the list was 
“Phonographic books, which will speak to 
blind people without effort on their part.” 
(“Reproduction of music” ranked fourth.) 

In 1878, though, this was at best a dream. 
Edison’s early recordings, made on tinfoil, 
captured seconds of sound and could be 
played only a few times. The wax cylinders 
and disks that followed in the later decades 
of the nineteenth century were more dura-
ble but still held only a few minutes of 
sound. At 78 rpm, the industry standard, 
a 12-inch disk could hold at most five min-
utes per side.

Frank L. Dyer had a firsthand view of the 
early recording industry from his position 
as Edison’s personal lawyer. He was also an 
inventor in his own right and in 1923 filed 
a patent application for a “Talking-Machine 
Record.” “What I propose by my present 
improvements, is to very greatly extend the 
capacity of a record [to] an hour or more,” 
he explained in his filing. 

The improvements were not technically 
complicated; they consisted of making 

the record groves thinner and slowing 
the playing speed to 33 1/3 rpm. But the 
potential utility of the improved record 
was immense. Dyer noted in his appli-
cation that “my improved record will be 
especially acceptable to the blind, to whom 
reading by existing methods is tedious and 
unsatisfactory.”

Dyer was not the only one to reach this 
conclusion. Robert B. Irwin, executive 
director of the American Foundation for 

the Blind (AFB), learned of the 
patent filing and was instantly 
intrigued. He befriended Dyer, 
who in the early 1930s agreed to 
give the AFB free right to use his 
patent. “Mr. Dyer imposed only 
one condition,” Irwin wrote later: 
“that every Talking Book record 
that used his patented method 
should bear the legend ‘Isabelle 

Archer Dyer Memorial Record’ in honor of 
his deceased wife.”

AFB continued to stamp “Isabelle Archer 
Dyer Memorial Record” on all its disks even 
after courts invalidated Dyer’s patent. By 
1934, the talking book was sufficiently 
well established in the blind community 
that Congress for the first time appropri-
ated funds for the Library of Congress to 
purchase recordings from AFB as well as 
braille volumes. NLS would continue to  
circulate books on 33 1/3 rpm records 
until 1958, when it began experimenting 
with even slower speeds—a year before  
the last commercial 78 rpm record rolled 
off the production line in the US, leaving 
33 1/3 rpm the dominant format for 
recorded music. 

Dyer didn’t live to see it. He died in 1941 
at the age of 70. But like his wife, he found 
immortality of a sort through NLS; his obit-
uary in the New York Times notes that he 
was Edison’s biographer and the “deviser of 
the ‘Talking Book’ for the blind.”

The story behind Isabelle Archer Dyer Memorial Records

One of a series of 
stories in this 90th 
anniversary year 
exploring facets of 
NLS history. Read 
more at www.loc.gov/
nls/90th-anniversary.
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Judy Dixon, an internationally known advocate for 
braille, worked on software and documentation for the 
refreshable braille displays NLS is testing. (Photo by 
Shawn Miller, Library of Congress)

Through 86 years’ combined service, two retirees 
brought a patron’s perspective to NLS projects
By Claire Rojstaczer
When NLS consumer relations officer Judy 
Dixon and engineer Lloyd Rasmussen 
retired in September, they took with them a 
combined 86 years of institutional memory. 
They also took something NLS values even 
more: As blind people themselves, they 
brought a perspective to their work that 
was essential as NLS developed new prod-
ucts and improved service.

Some of those improvements might seem 
superficial to someone who isn’t a patron—
but the quality-of-life impact of small 
changes can be huge. Take the one-volume 
braille mailing container. “All my read-
ing life,” Dixon said, “braille books came 
in these huge, horrible, nasty boxes with 
sharp metal corners and buckle straps that 
always broke off. They took up so much 
space. So in the late ’90s, I worked with the 
research and development officer, and we 
created a new container, one that closed 
with Velcro and folded flat when not in 
use.”

Others were complex and decades in the 
making.  Dixon—who began her career at 
NLS in 1981—was instrumental in the 1999 
launch of Web-Braille. A predecessor to 
BARD, the NLS Braille and Audio Reading 
Download service, Web-Braille allowed 
patrons to download digital braille books 
for instantaneous reading—much more 
convenient, Dixon knew from experience, 
than waiting for volumes of embossed 
braille to arrive in the mail.

But there was a catch: few patrons owned 
a device that could display digital braille. 
“The question we kept talking about was, 
‘Will NLS ever do a braille display?’ They 
were so expensive,” she recalled. 

Rasmussen personally evaluated sev-
eral commercial braille displays for NLS 
over the years, but the cost was a sticking 

point—and remained one for decades. 
Finally, at the 2013 Braille Summit co-spon-
sored by NLS and Perkins School for the 
Blind, someone approached NLS with the 
idea that, given economies of scale, it was 
possible to produce a $500 braille display. 
That price point caught Dixon’s attention—
and then-NLS Director Karen Keninger’s, 
too. Dixon has been deeply involved in the 
project of bringing refreshable braille dis-
plays, or eReaders, to NLS ever since. 

NLS is currently field-testing eReaders 
made by two different companies. Dixon 
worked on the software and documenta-
tion for both. 

Rasmussen, meanwhile, tackled other 
challenges of moving NLS into the digital 
age—like testing audio compression algo-
rithms for digital talking books. Listening 
to books as a patron since the 1950s gave 
him a good ear for how much compression 
could be used without noticeably affecting 
audio quality.  For many years, Rasmussen 
also served on the industry committee that 
developed standards for digital talking 
books. “It was the only international travel 
I’ve ever done,” he recalled. “Sometimes 
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Engineer Lloyd 
Rasmussen worked on 
technical aspects of 
the NLS program from 
records to cassettes 
to digital talking books 
during his 46 years. 
(Photo by Shawn Miller, 
Library of Congress)

I enjoyed the food, sometimes not, but I 
always enjoyed the meetings.”

Of course, both of their early years at NLS 
predate the digital era. When Rasmussen 
started his NLS career in 1975, the transi-
tion from records to cassettes was still in 
its infancy. His first encounter with the NLS 
cassette player came just as he was being 
hired. “I figured, ‘I’d better get to know 
these,’” he said. He was right. He would 
spend the next several years working to 
improve the performance of both the new 
cassette players and the older disc players.

Despite his job title, Rasmussen’s time 
wasn’t all spent on engineering. “We had 
a small staff back then,” he said, “and no 
Quality Assurance Section until 1978.” That 
meant part of his time in his early years on 
the job was spent checking control copies of 
recordings for errors.

Unlike Rasmussen, who came to NLS 
from the Iowa Commission for the Blind, 
Dixon had never worked in the field before. 
She was teaching community college 
in New York when she heard about the 
opportunity. 

“I knew no other blind people from eighth 
grade through grad school, and had no 
contact with the blind community until 
I went to Ski for Light [an annual event 

that teaches adults with visual or mobility 
impairments how to ski] in 1977,” Dixon 
said. Once she found the community, she 
embraced it. “My life is not very separate 
from NLS,” she said with a laugh. “In the 
early years I tried to make an effort to keep 
it separate, but I was much happier when 
I stopped trying. My job was making sure 
users were represented, and those users 
were my friends.”

New technology improved Dixon’s and 
Rasmussen’s work experience over the 
years, just as it has done for NLS patrons’ 
reading experience. 

 “In the early days, everything was in 
print, and if you couldn’t use an Optacon 
you needed to get someone sighted to read 
it to you,” Rasmussen recalled. Dixon also 
valued her Optacon—a device invented in 
1971 that scanned text and transmitted it 
to the reader as a series of vibrations. She 
found it so essential, in fact, that she squir-
reled away nine units when production was 
discontinued in the 1990s. 

The widespread use of email and elec-
tronic documents changed that. Both 
Rasmussen and Dixon were early and 
enthusiastic adopters. “I love technology,” 
Dixon said. “Anything new, I think it’s great. 
I remember the first time I sent an email 
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Aspiring Leaders Internship 
Program graduates inaugural class
While Judy Dixon and Lloyd Rasmussen 
began winding down NLS careers over 
the summer, two newcomers hit the 
ground running: Timothy Jones and Leo 
Pena, the first interns in the NLS Aspiring 
Leaders Internship Program. 

Established through an endowment 
to provide legally blind individuals an 
opportunity to work at the Library of 
Congress, the program brings college 
students and recent graduates to NLS for 
three-month stints of part-time work. 
(For the time being, all interns are work-
ing remotely.)

“I’ve been listening to books from NLS 
since I got ahold of a four-track tape 
player,” Jones says. He soon moved on to 
requesting music materials and got to 
know the late Gilbert Busch, who worked 
as a music braille proofreader at NLS. “Gil 
emailed me about the internship and I 
thought, ‘I’m 28, I’ve never worked a job in 
my life, I’d better start now!’”

Jones, who recently completed a mas-
ter’s degree, found himself following in 
Busch’s footsteps by proofreading music 
books—“a lot of books—31 in 10 weeks,” 
he recalls with a laugh. 

Pena, who will graduate from the 
University of Central Florida in December, 
helped test BARD’s new foreign language 
features and searched for Spanish-
language translations of English books. 
“Applying to NLS was my first contact 
with the Library of Congress,” he admits. 
“But I’m a patron now! I love this place.” 

“Our goal is to provide a wonderful 
working and learning experience for the 
interns,” says NLS Administrative Section 
Head Erica Vaughns, who administers the 
program. The deadline for Spring Session 
applicants is November 1; visit https://
go.usa.gov/xMTrD for information. 

to the head of the Engineering Section. The 
director said, ‘You emailed him?! But he’s 
just downstairs in the basement!’”

Dixon will return to NLS part-time this 
fall to continue work on the eReader. She 
is a regular contributor to AccessWorld, a 
publication of the American Foundation 
for the Blind; serves as president of the 
International Council on English Braille; 
and writes how-to books, a pursuit she 
began in 2008 with Label It! Braille & Audio 
Strategies for Identifying Items at Home & 
Work (DB67704 in the NLS catalog). 

She is also an avid cook who’s spent 
decades accumulating equipment that suits 
her needs. “One of the things I’ve already 
begun working on is a line of kitchen gad-
gets for blind people,” she said.

Rasmussen said he would be focusing on 
church activities and ham radio—a passion 
since childhood. “There was a very lim-
ited supply of accessible reading materials 
when I was a kid,” he recalled, “so I used to 
read amateur radio materials that had been 
brailled in the 1930s and ’40s. It felt like 
one of the only hobbies where a sighted and 
a blind person could participate on a com-
pletely equal level.” 

Nowadays, it’s history books that catch 
his attention. “I read them and think, ‘How 
did we get to this place?’” 

When it comes to the history of NLS, he 
and Dixon don’t have to wonder—they lived 
the answer.

On September 13, as this newsletter was 
going to print, NLS learned that Lloyd 
Rasmussen had passed away. Lloyd was 
a beloved member of the NLS community, 
and after his retirement he had planned to 
continue working with NLS as a volunteer 
to test new equipment and content delivery 
devices. We valued and appreciated Lloyd’s 
camaraderie and his dry—and occasionally 
sly—sense of humor. His knowledge, skills 
and great commitment to the NLS  
mission will be sorely missed.
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Vermont librarian is NLS’s new director
Vermont State Librarian Jason 
Broughton has been selected as 
the new Director of the National 
Library Service for the Blind and 
Print Disabled (NLS) at the Library 
of Congress. Previously, Broughton 
held positions at libraries in South 
Carolina and Georgia.
He started work at NLS in 
mid-September.

We’ll have more on Broughton’s career and his vision for 
NLS in in the October–December issue of News.


